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Make a list
• What’s your most important metric today?!

• Who in your organization is most obsessed 
with metrics?!

• What metric do you wish you were tracking  
(but aren’t)?!

• What metric are you tracking today but you 
secretly feel is meaningless?!

• Are there some types of innovation that metrics 
can’t capture?



The central paradox of 
metrics

Real innovation is impossible to measure (or measure 
meaningfully) in its earliest stages…!

!

     …Yet companies feel compelled to measure things



Metrics are clear when you’re just a startup. 
What were Facebook’s first few metrics that mattered?



So why is it so 
hard when you’re 
big?



Two kinds of metrics

Activity 
(stoking the boilers of 

innovation) 
• Ideas submitted 

• Patents filed 
• Employees trained

Impact 
(actually getting somewhere) 

• Revenue 
• Cost savings 
• Market share



The top five
!1.!Revenue generated by new products (69 percent) ! 
!2.!Projects in pipeline (66.5 percent) ! 
!3.!Stage-gate specific, i.e. projects moving from one   

stage to the next (57.5 percent) !
!4.!P&L impact or other financial impact (57 percent) ! 
!5.!Number of ideas generated (44.5 percent) ! 
!
!
(Based on survey of 197 innovation execs, conducted in collaboration with 
Innosight, Q4 2014. A distant #6, with 36 percent, was patent filings or patents 
granted. Least-used by our respondents was press mentions/media hits.)



Some others in use
• Learning about new spaces!
• Number of ideas killed !
• Success of hand-off to business unit!
• Return on product development expense!
• “We measure customer satisfaction impact of new initiatives”!
• Cost savings!
• Number of pilots that clients are willing to pay for!
!



Where we’re headed

…Up & to the right: Impact metrics aligned with senior 
management objectives.



Measurement challenges
!

• Measuring too much!
• The shadow of scale!
• No help on data collection!
• Failure isn’t fun to measure!
• Patience!
!

…And what else?

See Harvard Business Review, “What Big Companies Get 
Wrong About Innovation Metrics,” May 2015



The writer E.B. White (almost) said: 
!

“Measuring innovation is like dissecting a frog. 
Few people are interested and the frog dies of it.”



Let’s discuss: What was on your list?!
!
My contact info: 
scott@innovationleader.com 
Twitter: @innolead

Innovation Leader is the largest community of corporate innovation, R&D, and 
product development executives in the world. This presentation is based on our 
Q1 2015 research report, “Innovation Metrics.” For more, see 
InnovationLeader.com.
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